
Scentsy’s advertising policy was developed to maintain the value of our products and our brand—doing so is the 
best way to protect and increase the earning power of every Scentsy Independent Consultant. 

With all the online and offline ways to spread the word about your Scentsy business, we realize that the potential 
for out-of-compliance advertising practices is growing. We’re seeing more and more examples of it, so we’re 
clarifying Scentsy’s policy and taking aggressive steps to enforce it. The policy has not changed, but we created this 
document to explain it in more detail and eliminate further confusion. 

Why We Have the Policy
The Scentsy brand is YOUR brand as well as Scentsy’s. We are about much more than affordable products—our 
company is about creating value in the world by offering an industry-leading, family-friendly business opportunity 
that blesses Consultants’ lives and allows them to bless the lives of others.

If Consultants mistakenly believe the only way they can attract new customers is to offer discounts or freebies, and 
they advertise these offers to strangers, this undercuts other Consultants’ business. It can lead to bidding wars in 
which only those who can afford to offer deep discounts will be able to stay in business—but not for long. New or 
part-time Consultants will find it difficult to enter the field and grow businesses of their own. If allowed to go on 
unchecked, such practices will cannibalize the value of the Scentsy brand and products and destroy businesses—
and, eventually, the company itself.

The Policy
The core of Scentsy’s advertising policy is: if you do NOT already have an established relationship with the person 
who will see your ad for a special offer or discount (for example, “Book a party and get a free Plug-In Warmer,” 
“Heavenly Full-Size Warmer Now Just $20” or “10% Off on All Orders Over $50), your ad is in violation of Scentsy policy.

In other words, it’s OK to advertise to people with whom you already have a business relationship. It is also OK 
to advertise the Scentsy business opportunity and the fact that you are an Independent Scentsy Consultant who 
sells Scentsy products. It is not OK to advertise your own special pricing or offer to people you don’t know. This is 
the same principle that applies to spam email, mass mailing programs, and telemarketing. Contacting strangers to 
make sales, without their pre-established consent, is against Scentsy policy, against DSA guidelines, and, in many 
states, against the law.

It is within Scentsy policy to create and promote any such offers to people who are already customers, members 
of a private Facebook page, or who have provided their contact information after responding to a promotion such 
as “Ask me about my current specials.” 

Please take some time to get familiar with Section 6, “Marketing Your Scentsy Business,” in the current version of 
Scentsy, Inc. Policies and Procedures, especially Sections 6.3.1 and 6.4.4.1.

Advertising That Works
We don’t prevent all advertising because we want you to be able to take advantage of every opportunity to grow 
your businesses! Here are just a few examples of in-compliance advertising:
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 •  Online or print ads inviting potential customers to contact you to learn more, 
such as, “Ask me about my special offer,” or “Host a party—get free and half-
price products!”

 •  Having a form on your PWS inviting visitors to provide their contact 
information in return for an unspecified special offer. By providing their 
contact information, they will in effect be “opting in” and creating a business 
relationship with you.

 •  Verbally announcing a special offer to guests during a home party. By attending 
the party, they have established a relationship with you.

 •  Making the most of your PWS, such as posting your own “story” and taking 
advantage of Scentsy tools and resources to personalize your site.

 •  Downloading (or purchasing) Scentsy flyers and advertising tools (with 
the applicable permission/approval from compliance) to distribute in your 
community. Check to make sure you are acting in accordance with local laws 
and ordinances in your area.

 •  “Sharing” posts and/or images that appear on the official Scentsy Facebook 
“like” page.

 •  Making public-facing comments about your favorite warmers, fragrances, etc.

FAQs
 Q.  Can I put up a sign that says, “Today only-—free Scentsy Bar with every purchase” at a show or fair?  
 A.   No. If you engage someone in a sales conversation after they have stopped at your booth and expressed interest, you 

can verbally offer a special deal, but you may not put that offer on your sign. 

 Q. What about a sign that says, “Ask me about today’s special” or “Ask me about today’s limited-time offer” at a 
  show or fair? 
 A.   Yes. Displaying a sign that says, “Ask me about today’s special” or “Ask me about today’s limited-time offer” 

 at a show or fair is OK. 

 Q. Can I advertise in classified listings in publications or Craigslist? 
 A:  You can advertise the Scentsy business opportunity or invite potential customers to contact you to learn 
  more about Scentsy products or fragrances. But you may NOT sell specified products or advertise prices.

 Q: What about all those people who are selling on eBay? Is that out of compliance? 
 A:  Absolutely! Our legal department is working to identify and prosecute individuals selling Scentsy products on eBay. 

If you know the name of anyone doing this and can provide proof that they are the seller, please report them to 
compliance@scentsy.com. 

 Q: May I list specials/discounts/freebies in emails?  
 A: Yes, but only if the emails are going to people with whom you already have a pre-existing relationship. 

 Q: May I hold a drawing for free product at a party, on a blog, at a fair or show or other event?  
 A:  Ballot boxes and promotional drawings for product giveaways are fine, as long as the winners are chosen at random 

and there’s no cost to enter the drawing or receive a giveaway. The important consideration here is to make sure there 
is no one-for-one exchange promised, as in “if you do X, you’ll get Y.”  For example, it IS OK to advertise “Come to my 
open house and you’ll be entered in a drawing for a free Scentsy bar” to the general public. It is NOT OK to advertise, 
“Come to my open house and you’ll get a free Scentsy bar” to the general public.

 Q. What about raffles, lotteries, or pools (similar to football pools)? Are these allowed? 
 A:  No. Whenever there is a monetary exchange involved to enter a giveaway, this is not only out of compliance with 

Scentsy policy; it is also illegal in some states and against the rules at many events. In other words, it is not OK to 
use any “games of chance” in the marketing of a Scentsy business, if a person has to pay any amount of money for a 
chance to win.

 Q: If someone writes on my Facebook wall or comments on my page and asks for the price of a certain warmer, 
  is it OK to reply with the price?
 A:  You can reply publically with the catalog price or other published Scentsy corporate pricing on your wall or in a 

comment visible to anyone. It’s also OK to send them the link to your PWS for complete details on all Scentsy products 
and pricing. If you are offering your own special pricing on any product, you may not publish that price on a website or 
Facebook page, but you may send them your special offer pricing in a private message or private email. 
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 When In Doubt
 •  If your ad for a discount, special 

price, or free offer is open to the 
public, you may be undercutting 
another Consultant. If you have a pre-
existing relationship with every set of 
eyeballs that will see it, it’s OK to offer a 
deal. Otherwise, all you can say is “ask 
me about my special offer.”

 •  It is always OK to use and promote 
advertising from Scentsy corporate. 
Examples include Warmer of the 
Month/Scent of the Month flyers, 
catalogs, banners and modules 
provided for your PWS, and business 
card templates.

 •  If the promotion is Scentsy-wide and 
available to all Scentsy Consultants—like 
WOTM/SOTM or a seasonal special 
bundle—you may advertise it and 
include product names and pricing or 
the percentage of the discount. 



 Q: Can I purchase a Yellow Pages ad that lists me as a Scentsy Independent Consultant, either with or without 
  product images?
 A: Yes, as long as the ad is approved in advance by adapproval@scentsy.com

Examples at a Glance
Here are actual questions the Scentsy compliance department has received and responded to. We hope these examples will 
provide a better understanding of how to follow Scentsy advertising policy.

Example OK Out of 
Compliance

Having a public Independent Scentsy Consultant Facebook page X
Advertising a free warmer to anyone who books a party before December 18 to people you 
have an existing business relationship with

X

Advertising a free warmer to anyone who books a party before December 18 to the public, 
whether in print, online, or via email

X

Placing an ad on Craigslist saying you are an Independent Scentsy Consultant and mentioning 
the Scentsy business opportunity or inviting people to contact you to learn more about 
Scentsy’s wonderful products

X

Sharing posts from the official Scentsy Facebook corporate page on your own Independent 
Scentsy Consultant Facebook page, public or private

X

Showing pictures of a warmer or warmer collection with or without product names showing X
Advertising special offers on a private Facebook page visible to “friends” only X
Advertising special offers on a public Facebook page visible to people you don’t know X
Mention the Scentsy SOTM/WOTM program in advertising X
Displaying a link to your PWS on your Facebook page X
Advertising a discount on orders for customers who pick up their orders at your house—if the 
ad is sent to customers only (not the public)

X

Displaying signs, coupons, or flyers as part of a product display at events that feature “special 
event pricing”

X

Monthly Facebook wall post that says, “Free shipping and two free Scentsy Bars with any $40 
order”

X

Posting Scentsy Weekly Updates email on your Facebook page or forwarding them to your 
customers

X

Val-Pak coupon insert offering a free warmer for hosting a party X
Ads on the back of grocery store receipts or register tape offering 10% off to those who make a 
purchase or book a party

X

Attaching a coupon to your orders when delivering them to customers offering a special or just 
inviting them to reorder

X

Posting Scentsy-provided flyers on your Facebook page, public or private X
Emailing current customers with your personal discounts and inventory list X
Advertise along the lines of “place an order with me (or book a party with me) and receive a 
free Scentsy Bar”

X

Advertise Bring Back My Bar scent names and descriptions X
Posts or comments such as “I put out my Plymouth Warmer today and have Apples & Pears 
warming in it,” or “I have Silver Bells warming right now, what are you warming?”

X

Stating fragrance descriptions and/or names X
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